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NEW QUESTION: 1
Hotspot Question
To allow or prevent load balancing to network 172.16.3.0/24,
which of the following commands could be used in R2? (Choose
two.)
A. R2(config-router)#distance ospf
B. R2(config-if)#clock rate
C. R2(config-if)#ip ospf cost
D. R2(config-if)#bandwidth
E. R2(config-if)#ip ospf priority
Answer: C,D

Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
OSPF Cost
Reference:
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/tech/tk365/technologies_white_paper0
9186a0080094e9e.shtml#t6 Explanation:
The cost (also called metric) of an interface in OSPF is an
indication of the overhead required to send packets across a
certain interface. The cost of an interface is inversely
proportional to the bandwidth of that interface. A higher
bandwidth indicates a lower cost. There is more overhead
(higher cost) and time delays involved in crossing a 56k serial
line than crossing a 10M ethernet line. The formula used to
calculate the cost is:
cost= 10000 0000/bandwith in bps
For example, it will cost 10 EXP8/10 EXP7 = 10 to cross a 10M
Ethernet line and will cost 10 EXP8/1544000 = 64 to cross a T1
line.
By default, the cost of an interface is calculated based on the
bandwidth; you can force the cost of an interface with the ip
ospf cost &lt;value&gt; interface subconfiguration mode
command.

NEW QUESTION: 2
To fully enable Dynamic Dispatcher on a Security Gateway:
A. Edit/proc/interrupts to include multik set_mode 1 at the
bottom of the file, save, and reboot.
B. run fw ctl multik set_mode 9 in Expert mode and then Reboot.
C. run fw multik set_mode 1 in Expert mode and then reboot.
D. Using cpconfig, update the Dynamic Dispatcher value to
"full" under the CoreXL menu.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Reference:https://supportcenter.checkpoint.com/supportcenter/po
rtal?
eventSubmit_doGoviewsolutiondetails=&amp;solutionid=sk105261

NEW QUESTION: 3
The Security team believes that a former employee may have
gained unauthorized access to AWS resources sometime in the
past 3 months by using an identified access key.
What approach would enable the Security team to find out what
the former employee may have done within AWS?
A. Use the Amazon CloudWatch Logs console to filter CloudTrail
data by user.
B. Use the AWS CloudTrail console to search for user activity.
C. Use AWS Config to see what actions were taken by the user.
D. Use Amazon Athena to query CloudTrail logs stored in Amazon
S3.

Answer: B
Explanation:
You can use CloudTrail to search event history for the last 90
days. You can use CloudWatch queries to search API history
beyond the last 90 days. You can use Athena to query CloudTrail
logs over the last 90 days.
https://aws.amazon.com/premiumsupport/knowledge-center/view-iam
-history/
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